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SITUATION ON LESVOS
The lockdown has been extended until the 7th of January. The weather has
been cold, windy and rainy and there was one weekend that we were
completely devastated about the weather situation. We asked our teachers
if they wanted to seek shelter in the gym since the camp was completely
flooded. However, very understandable, for our community it is also
impossible to just leave all there belongings behind. The reality of this
island has been very hard in the winter and the new camp and the
lockdown only make it worse. We wish we could do more in these
circumstances but it is so difficult to reach our community now. For
christmas we planned to have a dinner with some of our community
members, but unfortunately they closed the camp for all the holidays.
Unbelievable. We did the dinner finally the 28th of December and it was
very nice, but it is a hard reality that they were locked up for Christmas.

SITUATION IN ATHENS
In Athens our community is fanatically training in Aleksandra park, and the
reality is that there it seems like Corona in not existing. All people are
using the park as an escape from being inside and are walking and
exercising freely in the park. Greek people, refugees, everyone seems to be
there. It is amazing to see how much attention our groups get when
training, and super encouraging to see how much the Greek locals cheer
for our teams if they see how they train.

LESVOS

Yoga:
- Vinyasa flow
(online)
- Akro yoga (online)
- Vinyasa yoga (in
the camp)
- Running (in the
camp and in
Mytilini)
- Bodybuilding (in
the camp)
Martial Arts:
- Muay Tai (in the
camp)
- Boxing (in the
camp)
- Karate (in the
camp)
- Kung Fu (in the
camp)
Field sports:
- Football (in the
camp)

PROJECT UPDATES
The teams keep fanatically training in the camp
and the running team is still running every day
from Mytilini. Even though the spirit is still there,
we see that it gets more and more difficult every
day for our teams to train. The empty tent they
were using has been taken from them and outside
it is getting colder and more windy. We would like
the story to be more positive, but the reality is
harsh. The moral of our people is slowly
diminishing and we really hope for change to come
soon and for our teams to be able to come to the
gym again.
However we don't give up! We had a teacher
meeting in the end of the month and provided all
our teachers with some extra support, clothes and
a nice present. We are doing their laundry and a lot
of new equipment has been brought to the camp.
We do what we can!

ATHENS

- Running (park and
mountains)
- Boxing (park)
PROJECT UPDATES

- Taekwando (park)
- Bodybuilding
(Videos with Ali and
one on one in the
gym)
- Fitness for women
(park)
- Zumba (Nasrin
teaches at home)

In December Ali and his team of helpers have been
very busy finishing the renovations in the gym, A lot
has been done, but he is still not finished and
keeps making improvements. An air system is
installed and the space downstairs has been
completely renovated, painted, and made ready for
exercise. A big punching bag is the eyecatcher of
the downstairs area. With materials left in the trash
by Greek people Ali built a cupboard, 2 benches for
people to watch the training, a shoe reck,
homemade steps and an adge for calf raises. It is
incredible to see how creative they are and how
the gym in improving.
Besides there are more and more instruction videos
published on Ali's YouTube channel with different
teachers from the project.
In the park multiple teams are training everyday
and more and more people are joining. Also the
Greek people notice the enthusiasm and fanatism
of our groups training, and start to take pictures
and watch. One of the bypassers is now even
joining the trainings! Let's hope for more to join!

MOVE4RIGHTS
We worked very hard in December to launch our new campaign #MOVE4RIGHTS.
We are very thankful to Simona for all her help to set up the campaign and to
Harry who helped to design the campaign and paint the wall in front of the gym.
The campaign highlights that playing sports brings us all back to the essence of
what we are: humans, all the same, made of skin, flesh, bones and blood. Our
community exists of talented teachers and athletes who give back to the
community by giving everyone the possibility to discover new activities and
perform in different sports. With this campaign the YSFR community wants to
show the world that sports connects. We believe that sports makes us stronger,
more confident and empowers everyone of us. Sports brings us together; even if
we are coming from different backgrounds, cultures and origins, we will keep
sweating, breathing and moving as one! Sports creates a path to inclusion and
acceptance, regardless of your ethnicity, religion or gender. We believe that sport
is a language of solidarity.Everyday, we move to show that all humans have the
same rights, and we will never stop. This makes us MOVE.
The campaign will be there for at least 3 months and we use the campaign to
spread the story of YSFR to (former)volunteers, organizations and sports
companies.
SOME ELEMENTS FROM THE CAMPAIGN

Banner

Announcement climbing wall

Call to join the movement!

Launch of the new website

Meet the team page

Call for clothes donations

GENERAL FINANCES

We are 100% funded through independent donations

Income

Expenses

Our total income this month: 12.714,51
(+4.253,51)
Income from general donations: 2624,51
Income from volunteer house: 1270
Support Three Peas: 400
Specific donations: 8420
Income per category:

Our total expenses this month: 9795,12
(+1.810,12)
Expenses per category:

Civifleet
15.8%

General costs
11.1%

Athens
27%

Human Resources
16.5%

Konfront
0%

Free Peas
0.8%
Project Lesvos
18.2%

Direct transfer
4%

Housing
22.3%

Expenses per project:
Running
5%

Website
76.9%

Other forms of support
Physical donations:
Sports clothes from Germany from
Niklas Fisscher

General fundraising update
We have received the 8400 euros
from Civifleet to cover the costs for
the teachers support on Lesvos and
the director and co-director support
for the next 4 months. KONFRONT
together with Less Talk Athletics have
started a fundraiser for Yoga and
Sports, with which we hope to raise
money for the rent of the gyms and
materials
for
martial
arts.
The
campaign MOVE4RIGHTS has led to
quite some big donations and a
couple of monthly donors. However
we hope to get more monthly donors
in the next months of the campaign.

Teacher support
91.7%

Explanation of expenses
The teacher support this month is very
high because we have paid the teacher
support for 2 months for Lesvos,
November and December, and the
amount has been raised from 30 to 50
euros.
Besides
there
were
some
additionsl costs for renovations in the
Athens gym. Further than that there
were mainly regular expenses on rent,
people, the car, office supplies and
maintenance.

COMMUNITY & OUTREACH

Update on teachers
Current teaching team:
Lesvos:
Mahdi (dancing)
Zaki (yoga)
Aziz (bodybuilding)
Navid (boxing)
Habib (boxing)
Sangali (Kung Fu)
Mahdi (Muay Tai)
Rohele (Taekwando)
Zia (Parkour)
Nassim (Karate)
Yadullah (yoga)
Sultan (Akroyoga)
Jaweed (Judo)
Wahid (Wrestling)
Mahmoud (Swimming)
Aman (Football)
Jawad (Football)
Sultan (Akroyoga)
Athens:
Ali (bodybuilding)
Sohaila (Fitness women)
Aref (taekwando)
Rakhan (Breakdance)
Ehsan (Kung-Fu)
Iqbal (Boxing)
Morteza (running)
General fundraising update
Training but not official teachers:
Mohadise (yoga)
Hamid (Muay Tai)
Nasrin (Zumba)

Update on volunteers
Coordinators: Miren, Louise, Nina,
Estelle, Aref, Ali, Soheyla
The volunteers in December:
Lukas (left December 19)
Romane (left December 17)
Antoine (left December 17)
Miled (left December 15)
Simona
Corrado

Publications
Noordhollands Dagblad
(20/12/2020)
CBA Radio, Oliver Walenta
(19/12/2020)

Social media
Facebook

Total likes: 3.065 (+133)
Total followers: 3.285 (+184)
Total posts: 12
People reached: 34.092 (+400%)
Post engagements: 2957 (+130%)
Page likes: 109 (-22%)
Page followers: 116 (-18%)
Instagram:

Total followers: 2.579 (+143)
Total posts: 14

PROGRESS ON POLICY PRIORITIES

Internal
organization
Built an organizational
structure
For
2021
the
organizational structure
will change a little bit.
This has been decided in
the strategy days in
Lesvos
in
December.
Nina will become codirector and we will
work with coordinators
on both Athens and
Lesvos locations. More
can be found in the
policy plan 2021
Create a budget plan
We are working on the
budget for 2021, which
will change from the
existing one, with Athens
included.
Involve
community
members
in
the
organization
When the gym opens
again we will work with
more
community
volunteers. Also we are
working with the Yoga
teachers to strengthen
their own branding and
possibilities.
Strengthen
volunteer
coordination
No update. Most of the
volunteers
left
in
December.

External
Strategy
Improve fundraising
We started our new
campaign
#MOVE4RIGHTS
with
the aim to get more
monthly
support
by
showing the strength
of sports to bridge
differences
and
showing the strength
of our community.
Increase visibility
The new website is
launched! And we are
very happy with some
recent
publications
and the start of the
campaign.
Expand
to
other
locations
For now the focus is on
Athens and Lesvos.
Integration
and
contact
with
local
population
Currently
not
much
interaction because of
the lockdown. This will
definitely come back in
the 2021 policy plan.

Projects
Increase teacher support
For December all our
teachers have received
something
special
for
Christmas. Clothes, a nice
card and some extra
support.
Projects in Moria and
Pikpa
Moria and Pikpa do no
longer exist.
More women engaged
For women it is extremely
hard to train inside the
new camp. On the other
hand in Athens, there is a
lot
of
women
participating in all the
sports activities.
Improve the gym
There has been a lot of
renovations in the Athens
gym by Ali and his great
support! The Athens gym
is
becoming
super
professional!

MESSAGE FROM THE COMMUNITY
Ali
Bodybuilding coach & coordinator in
Athens, Afghanistan. Bodybuilding for
7 years.
"I want to spend my time working
and helping people, as a coordinator
in the gym in Athens I can do this,
and do what I love the most:
bodybuilding. I have a lot of passion
to do the renovations in the gym and
want the gym to look as professional
as possible."

Mohadise
Yoga teacher and Muay Thai athlete,
Afghanistan. Training in YSFR for one
year.
"When I started yoga, yoga helped me
a lot to develop my abilities and use
them , and now yoga and kickboxing
are a part of my life and in fact , life
has no meaning for me without
exercise and mobility!"
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